CNC Machining

SLP (UK) Ltd’s recent purchase of a CNC Router means that we are now able to offer a precision
cutting / machining service to satisfy all your needs in house! At SLP (UK) Ltd our CNC Router
ensures repeatable and reliable accuracy with an edge finish to our plastic sheet that is of the highest
quality.We can cut panels to whatever size you require from 2.45 x 1.25m master sheets providing a
swift and reliable service.
The CNC Router system incorporates a specially designed extraction system that eliminates the swarf
at the point of cutting to give a clean, dust free finish.
Standard Features
Elte 5 HP spindle (6000 – 24000 RPM), Complete with swarf pick-up, Industry proven Camtech
advanced machine, controller. Machine side Sub Console for machine, operations, Vacuum Ready
Aluminium T-slot - bed, Welded steel frame, 150mm Z-Axis Clearance, Linear profile bearings,
Ballscrew Z axis
Services we can provide:

Machining Holes & Features
From your drawings or plans we can not only cut whatever shape you require but can also
machine
holes and features into your panels.
Special Tolerance Cutting
Using our highly accurate CNC Routing machine we can offer a specialist service allowing us
to cut your plastic panels to a tolerance of +/-0.25mm. Please feel free to contact the sales office for further information regarding any of the services listed above.
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Specialist Services

Precision Cutting Of Shapes
Simply by sending us your drawings or plans we can accurately cut any shape you desire
from our wide range of stocked materials. Our specialist optimisation software ensures the
best utilization of our
master sheets keeping your costs as low as possible.

